
The. lion. Terry Redman. MLA
Minister Or Agriculture and Food, Forestry; Corrective Services

Min Rot: A,799.0

Mike Gurry

phairrnan
Forest Products COmMiSSion

Dear Mike,

F011OWing recent damaging fires in the south west, the Liberal-National 'Oovernment
has committed to substantially changing and improving the way that its agenoieS
assess and respond to fire rislc. The Forest Products Commission (FPC) must be a:

part of these changes.

A significant proportion of the FPC's operations occur on State Forest and :similar
tenured land that is managed by the Department of Environment and Conservation

(DEC); FPC must review its fire preparedness systems and procedures for State

Forest- end similar land . in line with the risk management review work that DEC is
:doing.

understanding iS that DEC. in oollaboration With the Fire and Emergency
Services Authority (FEA) - is substantially reviewing the way fire, risk is analysed,
measured and mapped against International Standard p0131"00.

FPC's fire preparedness needs to be comparable With DEC leading into the 2012113

fire season,: although I appreciate that FPC may have to wait for DEC to be some
way dm!) their review path before following. As far as possible, systems and
procedures between the two entities should end up being seamless and there should
be no doubt about responsibilities, particularly when the fire risk: is high. Please
Worn') me promptly if there are any significant issues that might, prevent this.

Where WC has :a substantial interest in prescribed burning, the relationship : and

responsibilities from FPC through to the Office of Bushfire Risk Management must
be: cleat,

Where FPO undertakes activities thatat times have a high fire risk, I understand that
procedures are already being reviewed to ensure they are in line With risk
management standards I commend. this initiative
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As. FPG's ground operations are largely achieved through cOntraOtOrt., 1 expect FPC..
to ;pay particular attention to the Way that contracted operations meet: fire risk:
objectives,

The Qoverryterit'S. aim is that the managenient of fire riSkaN:fire. suppression is
integrated between land owners and Manager's, 'regardless of the ownership or the
tenureorthe management agency. FPC needs tO Oe paft of that approach:.

Within four weeks of receiYing *this instruction, will need to be.1-.)riefed on how 'FPC
intends to reViewitS fires preparedness systems and procedures and operatioriahse
key dhanges ahead Of the 20 f2/-I a fire season.

Yours sincerely

TERRY REMO". MLA.
4fiNiSTEg FOR FORESTRY
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